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• “We can’t save everything!”
– if not “everything”, then how much?
– what does “save” mean?
“Women and Children First”
image from: http://www.btinternet.com/~palmiped/Birkenhead.htm
HMS Birkenhead, Cape Danger, 1852
638 passengers 193 survivors all 7 women & 13 children survived
We should probably
save a copy of this…
Or maybe we don’t
have to…
the Wikipedia link




2 copies in 
the UK




What about the 
things that we know 
we don’t need to keep?
You DO support 
recycling, right?
A higher moral calling
for pack rats?
Just Keep the Important Stuff!
Preservation: Fortress Model
1. Get a lot of $
2. Buy a lot of disks, machines, tapes, etc.
3. Hire an army of staff
4. Load a small amount of data
5. “Look upon my archive ye Mighty, and 
despair!”
image from: http://www.itunisie.com/tourisme/excursion/tabarka/images/fort.jpg




– “How much preservation do I get if I do absolutely nothing?” 
• Just-In-Time Preservation
– Wait for it to disappear first, then a “good enough” version
• Shared Infrastructure Preservation
– Push your content to sites that might preserve it 
• Web Server Enhanced Preservation
– Use Apache modules to create archival-ready resources
image from: http://www.proex.ufes.br/arsm/knots_interlaced.htm
• Web users experience 404 errors
• Expected lifetime of a web page is 44 days [Kahle97]
• 2% of web disappears every week [Fetterly03]
• Are they really gone? Or just relocated?
• Has anybody crawled and indexed them?
• Do Google, Yahoo, MSN or the Internet Archive have 
a copy of the page?
• To find new or different copies, we need to 
combine information retrieval techniques 
with digital preservation
The Problem
Web Infrastructure (WI) [McCown07]
• Web search engines (Google, Yahoo,    
MSN Live) and their caches
• Research Projects (CiteSeer, NSDL)
• Web archives (Internet Archive)
The Environment
How much of the Web is indexed?














Web Infrastructure: Refreshing & Migrating








































Scenario 4: Content Not Findable At Any URI 
Otto: You eat a lot of acid, Miller, back in the hippie days? 
Miller: A lot o' people don't realize what's really going on. 
They view life as a bunch o' unconnected incidents 'n things. 
They don't realize that there's this, like, lattice o' coincidence 
that lays on top o' everything. Give you an example; 
show you what I mean: suppose you're thinkin' about a 
plate o' shrimp. Suddenly someone'll say, like, plate, or 
shrimp, or plate o' shrimp out of the blue, no explanation. 
No point in lookin' for one, either. It's all part of a cosmic 
unconsciousness.
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• Experience of causally unrelated events 
occurring together in a meaningful 
manner
• Events reveal underlying pattern, 
framework bigger than any of the 
synchronous systems





The Bigger PictureSynchronicity Architecture
• Browser plugin catches 404 
``Page not found'' error
• Discovers copy of missing 
page in WI (1) and provides to 
user (2)
• Generates a search engine 
query based on what the 
missing page is ``about'' (3)
• Provides ``good enough'’ 
alternative page (4)
What is a Signature?
(aka “message digest”, examples include “md5” and “sha-1”)
image from Eddie Kohler http://www.cs.ucla.edu/~kohler/
What is a Lexical Signature?
• First introduced by Phelps and Wilensky 
[Phelps00]
• Small set of terms capturing the 
“aboutness” of a document
• Phelps and Wilensky assumed 5
• “lightweight metadata”










• “Robust Hyperlink Cost Five Words Each”




1. Applications (browsers) need to be modified to 
exploit LSs
2. LSs need to be computed a priori
3. Works well with most URLs but not with all of them
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Lexical Signatures -- Examples
Generating LSs
• Term Frequency (TF)
• “How often does this term occur in this 
document?”
• Inverse document frequency
• “In how many documents does this term appear?”
Generating LSs
• Park et al. [Park03] investigated performance 
of various LS generation algorithms
• Evaluated “tunability” of TF and IDF
• Weight on TF increases recall (completeness)
• Weight on IDF improves precision (exactness)
• Also assumed “5” to be a good number
• Compared results after 6 months, but did 
not do an in-depth analysis of LSs over time
Evolution Over Time
Data
• Copies of web pages from the IA (1996-2007)
300 Random URLs, winnowed to 98, 10493 observations over 12 years
Evolution Over Time -- Example




• Generate LSs from copies of URLs
• Conduct overlap analysis
Rooted Sliding
Evolution Over Time
• Little overlap between the early years and more recent ones
• Highest overlap in the first 1-2 years after creation of the LSs
• Rarely peaks after that – once terms are gone they do not return
Rooted
Evolution Over Time
• Overlap increases over time




• Measure performance in respect to age of LS and 
number of terms it contains
• Query Google search API with LSs
• Identify URL in result set:
1. Top ranked
2. Ranked between 2-10
3. Ranked between 11-100
4. Ranked beyond 100 (considered undiscovered)
Performance – Number of Terms
• 2-, 3- and 4-term LSs perform poorly
• 5-, 6- and 7-term LSs seem best
• Top mean rank (MR) value with 5 terms
• Most top ranked with 7 terms
• Binary pattern: either top 10 or undiscovered
• 8 terms and beyond do not show improvement
Conclusion & Future Work
• LSs decay over time
• Rooted: quickly after generation
• Sliding: seem to stabilize
• 5-, 6- and 7-term LSs seem to perform best
• 8 terms and beyond hurt performance
• Our other results have shown:
• Google can be “screen scraped” to get the necessary 
information to builds LSs 
• HTML titles, when available, work slightly better than LS 
(titles + LSs can be combined for even better performance)
• Build the synchronicity Mozilla plug-in
• Construct a list of 404 web pages…
Necronomicon
